
 

Lane County Climate Advisory Committee 
June 1st, 2022 2-4 PM  

Zoom 
Members: Sarah Altemus-Pope, Commissioner Joe Berney, David Eisler, Kim Forrest, Guen DiGioia, Dr. 
M Jackson—Chair, Melinda Montgomery, Tao Orion, Eloise Parish-Mueller—Co-Chair, Samantha 
Roberts, Rob Zako  

Lane County Staff: Mark Nystrom, Cody Kleinsmith 

Introductions (5 minutes) 2:00 PM 
 
Action Item (5 minutes) 2:05 PM 
 Approve May Minutes 
  
Public Comment (10 minutes) 2:10 PM 
 CAC Member Response and Email Summary (5 minutes) 
 
Bicycle Master Plan (45 minutes) 2:25 PM 

Becky Taylor, Lane County Transportation Planner (15 minutes) 
 CAC Response/Q&A (30 minutes) 
 
Climate Resilience Plan Update (30 minutes) 3:10 PM 
 Cody Kleinsmith, Lane County 
 Paige Hopkins, Beyond Toxics 
 
CAC Member Updates & Announcements (10 minutes) 3:40 PM 
All 
 
Next Steps (10 minutes) 3:50 PM 
 
Adjourn 4:00 PM 

 
Next Meeting: July 6, 2-4 PM   

Zoom 

 Climate Advisory Committee 
 Moving the County’s Climate Agenda Forward 



 

Lane County Climate Advisory Committee 
May 4th, 2022 2-4 PM  

Zoom 
Members Present: Commissioner Joe Berney, David Eisler, Kim Forrest, Guen DiGioia, Dr. M Jackson—
Chair, Melinda Montgomery, Tao Orion, Samantha Roberts, Rob Zako, Sarah Altemus-Pope 

Members Absent: Eloise Parish-Mueller—Co-Chair 

Lane County Staff: Mark Nystrom, Steve Adams, Cody Kleinsmith 

Dr. Jackson called the meeting to order and introductions were made. 
 
Action Item Approve April Minutes 

o Motioned by: Melinda Montgomery 
o Seconded by: Kim Forrest 
o Vote—all in favor 

  
Public Comment  

- Comment by Mike Allen: At the parks level not much is going on with climate. We are going to 
present a levee option to the public and Board of Commissioners for approval. There will be a 
stakeholder meeting soon to ask the public what they want to see in their parks. In Florence we 
had a great Earth Day celebration which drew a good crowd during our normal Friday Climate 
Strikes. The Elders Climate Action group will be meeting with some students and Tom Kern from 
Yachats to talk about establishing a climate youth corps. The last thing I wanted to bring up is 
the concept of becoming a Climate Mayor. I would love to have the County helping to create the 
environment where Climate Mayors can create their own Climate Action Plans with help from 
the County. 

- Comment by Patricia Hine: Patty Hine from 350 Eugene. At 350 we have been involved in one 
and soon will be heading to another Climate Town Hall down in Cottage Grove. I wanted to say 
we are proud of all the progress we have been seeing and thank this committee for all their hard 
work. 

 
Comments from Commissioner Berney I wanted to encourage after 18 months of this body working to 
start looking at a longer view of what our metrics that would be easy no matter what sector they are in 
what their carbon footprint is now, how they’re focusing on reducing that footprint, and how (for their 
sector) they will approach reaching carbon neutrality by 2040. 
 
Food Waste/Wasted Food  
Angie Marzano, Lane County Waste Reduction Program Supervisor made a presentation. Please see the 
webpage for a copy of the presentation. 

 

 Climate Advisory Committee 
 Moving the County’s Climate Agenda Forward 



 
Kara Smith, Food Resource Developer, FOOD for Lane County discussed how FOOD for Lane County was 
addressing wasted food and food distribution. 
CAC Response/Q&A  

- Response by Melinda Montgomery: One of the things that has evaporated from schools has 
been comprehensive home economics programs. Kids in schools no longer have the opportunity 
to cook. We’ve taken away opportunities when kids are young on how to make food, grow food, 
and use it all up. We need to be educating people how to take care of the food before it hits the 
table instead of just focusing on the food in the grocery store. Why are we not focusing on these 
problems? 

o Response from Angie Marzano: We contract with BRING Recycling to do our K-12 
education. They do a great job teaching recycling and food use. However COVID blew up 
our K-12 programs in schools. We’re starting to dig in again, but our efforts really got 
disrupted and taken out in that area. 

o Response from Kara Smith: We do have a nutrition education program and a nutrition 
policy for our entire organization. We do have a few online courses and an online 
classroom to teach people how to cook with a limited budget. We have a number of 
programs that work with kids but only with a small number of schools. I believe back in 
the day there was a source or website where you could mark off what you had in your 
pantry/refrigerator and it would generate an output of a recipe you could make. 

- Response by Kim Forrest: We received a lot of great ideas in rapid succession, I don’t know if 
there’s a way we could look at all of those a bit closer and see which would have the biggest 
impact and what we should address. It’s cool to look at how much FOOD For Lane County does, 
but do we have any information from the manufacturers on how much the food they give you is 
as a percentage of their overall waste? Also looking at your overflow organizations I’m also 
curious about the scale and how big is FOOD for Lane County’s pie compared to the other 
organizations? 

o Response from Dr. M Jackson: If we could have a list of things that we can then see and 
push forward in our next meeting we would appreciate that. 

o Response from Kara Smith: That information is not necessarily information they’d like to 
share with us. I do keep records of the food we have to decline because it is not suitable 
for food distribution. We’re probably collecting around 80% of the collected food that is 
out there. We have communication lines open with Burrito Brigade which is useful even 
if we don’t partner with them often. There’s also an array of other organizations that we 
support or talk with when we can. 

- Response by Mark Nystrom: I talked with a lot of restaurants while setting up this conversation 
and there was one guy I wanted to highlight and the things he mentioned. He’s said that no one 
around here is good at using all their food. He feels like there is a gap in education with chefs. 
Maybe we could communicate with LCC or any of the other prep-schools to educate about that. 
Kara mentioned some businesses, and it could be cool to have a list of food friendly restaurants 
out there. 

o Response from Angie Marzano: The only thing I’ve heard from restaurants is that they 
are currently utilizing food better than they ever have because of the rising costs of food 
supplies. I’m curious to hear that perspective but it’s something worth having a larger 
conversation about. 

- Response by Melinda Montgomery: As I think about the little restaurant in Noti or the grocery 
store, there is nothing there to capture their food. How is what we’re doing including the rural 



 
areas in this planning and these ideas. For the most part, a lot of the people in this area do a lot 
of composting and that’s where the food waste goes. But it does really resonate when we talk 
about how much food we actually waste. 

o Response from Angie Marzano: It comes up for me several times a year where I get a 
call from a resident in unincorporated Lane County and they want recycling or compost 
service. A population over 4000 should have the opportunity to recycle according to 
State statute. But if you’re not in an incorporated part of Lane County there is variability 
in the service you receive. There could be an opportunity there where we license with 
service providers in these regions and provide that service out there. 

o Response from Kara Smith: Of the 150 organizations we partner with many of them are 
in rural areas. The food shares in Veneta and Florence pick up from grocery stores and 
they pick up quite a bit. It doesn’t make sense for us to drive our fridge trucks out there, 
but we partner with these organizations to do that pickup where we can’t. Some of the 
things our study revealed are these very cool partnerships we can expand, like with 
Centro Latino Americano and two local groceries right next door to them. So those are 
some examples of how this works in our rural areas. 

- Response by Tao Orion: I was wanting to know if there was any more information on if the 
County has any more information about the anaerobic digestor? 

o Response from Angie Marzano: The RFP is posted right now and will close the end of 
May. We’ve gotten a lot of interest in it and we’re hoping to have quite a few proposals 
on the table to evaluate. I know that the Climate Mitigation strategy that Mark put out 
called out the AD system as a solution to some of the carbon we’re putting out in the 
county. It’s going to come down to if we can regionally finance the system because the 
price tag is going to be quite heavy. I can come back but I don’t have anything more to 
share at this point. 

- Response by Dr. M Jackson: Thinking about food waste at multiple scales from federal policy to 
a neighbor giving away a can of food, how often is food waste thought of as a climate action 
strategy? 

o Response from Angie Marzano: Often times we’re fielding a lot of questions from 
people about what they can do now to impact climate change. I always tell people that 
food waste is in your top three things of actions you can take to reduce your footprint. It 
also is something that can save money for people, which is a way we frame it in 
outreach sometimes to those who are resistant to climate change language. 

o Response from Kara Smith: When I work with food businesses in particular I do typically 
frame it as a cost savings incentive. There are incentives to donate and they can benefit 
from federal and state programs if they do. I do however receive hundreds of calls a 
month from people who want to prevent that food waste from happening. I also field a 
lot of requests from the University of Oregon 

- Response by Samantha Roberts: This topic feels the most actionable in the political and realistic 
framework we operate in. One question that came up was are there any programs in place 
about connecting with other restaurants for right sizing their purchases and getting on the front 
end of the waste cycle? 

o Response from Angie Marzano: We created the Eat Smart, Waste Less campaign which 
was more residentially focused, however one of the 5 main strategies is planning for 
your food use. The DEQ just launched the Bad Apple Campaign, and they just provided 
local governments throughout the state to better promote the bad apple campaign. A 



 
lot of it is about working with grocery stores and the point-of-sale approach to reducing 
that front end food waste. Right now we’re working on how to integrate the Bad Apple 
Campaign with our current programming.  

o Response from Dr. M Jackson: It seems like one of the issues is how do we incentivize 
businesses to participate in these programs. 
 Response from Angie Marzano: You talk about the cost savings because it does 

often come down to dollars and cents. UO is doing a lot of work around 
measuring food so they can better understand where the ‘leaks’ in their system 
is. There’s tools that you can buy for businesses that have an online platform or 
on the counter that measure and track the waste before you throw it away to 
gain a better understanding of the food waste that is occurring in your 
processes. If businesses don’t measure then they have no idea. What we want 
to do internally is get those tools in place and do some pilot studies to help 
them gain that understanding and then build some strategies for them to 
address the waste coming off their plates. 

o Response from Kara Smith: As we work to connect some of the smaller groceries, we’ve 
spoken about their might need to be more resources from them. For one, almost all of 
the pantries are volunteer run. It’s a pretty heavy lift to do that work. To get some 
people engaged with these pantries and the management of the food coming out of 
places would be great. If we could offer grants or other resources to these organizations 
that would be great. 

- Response by Dr. M Jackson: What would be helpful for us moving forward would be for you to 
give us recommendations on what is applicable to the county moving forward. What can we do 
here like grants, staffing, or other resources? If you can send those in to us we’d like to move 
forward with them on this topic. 

 
Forestry Subcommittee Discussion Response from Dave Eisler: My thought is that if our Forestry 
Subcommittee can meet in the next month before our next meeting and bring in an updated draft of the 
recommendations to the next meeting would be useful. I’d also like clarification of how the previous 
recommendation was brought to the board and where it sits as of right now. Did they read it and decide 
they don’t have funding or have they just read it and not discussed it? 

- Response from Sarah Altemus-Pope: I wanted to check in on where this fits in with our previous 
recommendations. Where do those stand and how does this fit into it? Do they combine or is 
this a completely new recommendation? 

o Response from Mark Nystrom: The Board has received it multiple times but I am unsure 
if they have read through it. As far as the position goes, we talked about that within our 
internal structure and there is not funding for that. I do know the County was 
encouraged about the increasing size of the FireWise program. At the Board 
Presentation about our annual Climate Program Update Eloise and I presented on these 
recommendations but there was no discussion. 

o Response from Dr. M Jackson: For clarification, the recommendations were presented 
within the County and gained no traction and were presented to the Board and there 
was no feedback as well. 

- Response from Dave Eisler: If people haven’t read the recommendations, I think the person that 
put this together emphasized in the introduction how significant this is. I think by reworking this 
we can rework this introduction and really strengthen these recommendations. On the scary 



 
proposal of the position, maybe we need to explore the alternatives. There are cost sharing or 
other opportunities to explore that could answer the scary question of that funding. The part we 
wanted an answer on was Part 1 of the proposal. Part 2 is not something we needed a “yes” and 
“no” on from the Board in particular. I would like to submit this again under different conditions. 

o Response from Dr. M Jackson: I’m hearing two things. First we’re going to revisit and 
revamp the recommendations and then bring them to the whole Committee for 
approval. The second is to visit the Board as members of the CAC and present the 
recommendations of the proposal. 

o Response from Dave Eisler: We’ve already voted on the proposal. What we want to 
revisit is our approach and bring it forward wholistically to the Board.  

o Response from Sarah Altemus-Pope: I think bringing this forward in front of the whole 
group for discussion would be important to see where we’re all at. Maybe what we 
want to bring forward and vote on is the process. So, putting some more weight behind 
it and providing more avenues that this can be done in is the discussion that would be 
more fruitful. I think we need to spend some time, so let’s shoot for July or August to 
bring this back to the whole group with some summaries. 

  
CAC Member Updates & Announcements  

• Mark Nystrom: In case you didn’t hear, on April 12th the Board passed CAP Phase 2 with some 
amendments. We changed some language around electrification and other things and added 
your letter to the amendments. Our Resilience Planning effort will be having a community 
meeting in June. 

• Tao Orion: Next Saturday May 14th there is going to be a climate town hall in Cottage Grove. It 
should be a really great event to share information and strategies with many people from the 
community. 

• Sarah Altemus-Pope: We were successful at the SWFC in bringing in 600,000 for fuel mitigation 
projects around Oakridge. We’re bringing together some speaking groups to talk about various 
topics including prescribed burns n private lands. We’re having a Community Wildfire 
Engagement Night on July 3rd which will have a bunch of great resources. 

 
Dr Jackson adjourned the meeting a few minutes early. 
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LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Why a Bicycle Master Plan?
• Understand bicycling priorities through 

community conversations and 
technical analysis 

• Amend Lane County Transportation 
System Plan to advance bicycling as a 
transportation option in rural Lane 
County

• Identify investment needs and increase 
competitiveness for funding



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Vision Statement
Bicycling is a viable regional 
transportation option throughout 
Lane County for people of all ages 
and abilities, linking communities 
to destinations and services, and 
connecting where we live, work, 
and play.



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Goals
• SAFETY & COMFORT for people who bike and 

all roadway users 
• CONNECTIVITY of regional bicycling between 

rural communities and the urban area
• EQUITABLE & INCLUSIVE access to convenient, 

safe, and affordable means of transportation 
• ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT opportunities for 

bicycle tourism related businesses
• PUBLIC HEALTH & ENVIRONMENTAL benefits 

from expanded active transportation
• FEASIBLE, IMPLEMENTABLE, & COST-EFFICIENT 

projects, programs, policies

4 of 22



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Technical Analyses
• Demand -- corridors 

connecting where people 
live (housing density), work 
(employment centers), and 
play (recreation/parks)

• Equity – census data where 
greater proportions of 
people without cars, lower 
household incomes, with 
disabilities, limited English 
proficiency, and people of 
color

• Safety & Comfort 
• Bicycle Collisions
• Bicycle Level of Stress 

5 of 22



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Public Involvement
• Stakeholder Interviews

• Stakeholder Focus Groups

• Targeted Outreach 

• Online Public Input Map

• Public Open Houses

6 of 22



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Challenges
• Lack of space for people to bicycle 

separate from vehicle traffic
• 55 mph speed limit on rural roads 
• Horizontal and vertical curvature of 

terrain
• Large gaps in connectivity

7 of 22



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Opportunities
• Improving safety for people biking 

improves safety for all roadway users –
aligns with Lane County’s commitment 
Toward Zero Deaths

• Expand transportation options and 
reduce reliance on traveling by car –
aligns with advancing equity for 
transportation disadvantaged people 
and climate action by reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions

• Increased recreational activity for local 
quality of life and health, as well as 
supporting economy with bicycle 
tourism



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Bicycle Improvement 
Recommendations 
• Network Development
• Facility Recommendation
• Project Identification
• Project Prioritization



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

• Primary Routes - most 
direct transportation 
connections

• Secondary Routes –
less direct recreation 
focused experience

Bicycle Network Map



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN
Bicycle Facility 
Recommendations
• Widen existing 

roadway shoulders
• Increase 

buffer/separation of 
bike lane in high-stress 
areas

• Retain gravel surface 
of recreation routes

• Future studies for off-
road paths (Trails Plan, 
Rails to Trails, Logging 
Roads)



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN
Prioritization 
Framework
• Timeframes

• Near (1-5)
• Mid (5-10)
• Long (10-20)

• Ranking
• Safety
• Demand
• Equity
• Connectivity



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Implementation

• TSP Amendments
o July Planning Commission

o Sept/Oct. Board Commissioners

• Project Refinement 
o Funding 

o Design Concepts



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

QUESTIONS?



LANE COUNTY BICYCLE MASTER PLAN

Thank you!
Contact Project Manager, Becky Taylor 

(becky.taylor@lanecountyor.gov)
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Defining Climate Resilience

2

Ability to…

Anticipate

Absorb

Adapt

Recover

Climate 
PolicyPublic Health

Emergency 
Management Public Works

Climate 
Resilience 
Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate Resilience could sit in the middle of many venn diagrams! Here we’re looking at one of the relevant ones to our County operations. We look at some similar things to Emergency Management such as floods, wildfires, winter storms, etc. but also are able to apply a new perspective on things such as new risks (like heat events), long term shifts that can’t be quantified on a short time scale, and incorporating long term projections of how these conditions are expected to get worse.To define resilience more broadly, since it’s a buzz word, we can think of it as the ability for the systems within Lane County to anticipate, absorb, adapt, and recover from stresses over both short time scales and long-term shifts. 



Structure of the Resilience Plan

3

Focusing in on Resilience by Topic

Winter 
Storms

Precipitation 
& Snowpack

Oceanic 
Impacts

Transitional 
Effects

Wildfires 
& Smoke

Drought

Heat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the county we’re breaking up our Resilience Plan into 8 smaller resilience planning documents. We did this for a few reasons. We want these plans to be accessible, actionable, and not a giant binder that is unapproachable for most people.I am currently on a short timeline due to my position and will likely not be with the County after July so we wanted something accomplishable between now and then.We’ve broken down our topics into three “buckets” that coincide more closely with one another.Left is the “Wet Season Bucket”. Within this bucket we have the light blue icon for Winter Storms (focusing on low temperature events) and the dark blue Precipitation & Snowpack (focusing on where, how, when our precipitation is falling)Middle is the “Year Round Effects Bucket”. Within this bucket is the green Oceanic Impacts (focusing on various oceanic effects including sea level rise, ocean acidification, aquatic animal health, etc.) and the purple Transitional Effects (a catch all category for effects that are long term effects of the overall shifting climate. This includes things like climate migration, forests converting to new vegetation types, and disease patterns changing.)Right is the “Dry Season Bucket”. Within this bucket we have the tan Drought (focusing on long term water availability and supply), gray Smoke & Air Quality (focusing on ambient and short term effects like during a wildfire), orange Heat (focusing on the short time scale events of high temperature days), and red Wildfires.We are currently developing our Wet Season Bucket; Winter Storms and Precipitation & Snowpack.



Structure Within Each of the 7 Topics

Section 1
▰ Establishes a 

baseline of 
information

▰ Past, present, and 
future conditions

Status: Complete

Section 2
▰ Discusses the 

impacts the science 
from Sec. 1 will have

▰ Impacts come from 
a variety of sources

Status: Complete

Section 3
▰ Lays out strategies 

that can be taken to 
build resilience 
against the impacts 
of Sec. 2

Status: Ongoing

4



Section 3: Community Climate Strategies Workshop

Objectives of the Workshop

▻ Learn about changing climate conditions

▻ Review the vulnerabilities that have been identified in previous 
workshops

▻ Identify the types of strategies that need to be developed

▻ Policy based, Funding, outreach & education

▻ Brainstorm solutions to address the highest priority climate 
risks to Lane county (as identified in the Vulnerability 
assessment)

Theme based approach focusing on the 7 modules
Taking Place Saturday June 25th 9:30 am - 2pm 5



Your Role as CAC Members
How you can get involved during this 

planning process.
6



Informing Section 3

You all have lived and professional experience in 
one or more areas that strategies can be 
developed.
▰ We want you to be able to provide this 

experience to help determine what goes into 
Section 3 of the plan.

7



How Can You Provide that Experience?

▰ Provide you all with this list 
of 5 subject areas/sectors

▰ Select the one(s) that you 
feel you resonate the most 
with and would like to 
provide input on

▰ We will provide you with 
individualized ”workbooks” 
where you can provide that 
feedback on your own time

▰ Health and Emergency Services

▰ Natural Systems

▰ Infrastructure

▰ Business and Economy

▰ Culture

8



Health and Emergency Services

▰ Health risks from extreme heat
▰ Increase in chronic and communicable 

diseases
▰ Increasing cost of housing due to lack of 

availability
▰ Health risks from reduced water quality in 

wells
▰ Higher demand on public safety and 

community service providers 9



Natural Systems

▰ Drought stress on plants and wildlife
▰ Loss of marine life due to ocean acidification 

and hypoxia
▰ Reduced ability to reforest after natural 

disasters
▰ Increasing wildfire risk
▰ Increased landslide risk

10



Infrastructure

Infrastructure has several subcategories
▰ Water Infrastructure
▰ Transportation Infrastructure
▰ Energy Infrastructure
▰ Buildings/Other Infrastructure
You can select from these individual 
subcategories or the infrastructure category 
overall

11



Business and Economy

▰ Outdoor employees at risk from smoke, heat, 
and wildfire

▰ Tourism and recreation declines
▰ Farming and forestry industries threatened by 

wildfire, drought, and heat
▰ Marine and fishing industries threatened by 

ocean conditions
▰ Supply chain breakdowns and price instability

12



Culture

▰ Reduced ability to access culturally relevant 
foods and other resources

▰ Reduced ability to produce food and be self-
sufficient especially in rural areas

▰ Reduced ability to hold ceremonies and 
culturally significant events

13



Selecting What Resonates with You

▰ You are not expected to 
have all the answers

▰ Draw on all of your 
experiences. Lived 
experience is just as 
valuable as professional or 
academic experience.

▰ Health and Emergency Services

▰ Natural Systems

▰ Infrastructure

▰ Business and Economy

▰ Culture

14



Next Steps

▰ Staff will be following up 
with a personalized 
workbook with information 
and places for you to 
provide your input

▰ We ask that you complete 
this before our next 
meeting

▰ If you would like to go over 
this guidebook in more 
detail, we can set up a call

▰ Your input will be combined 
with input from the other 
community sources

▰ Community Strategies 
Workshop on June 25th

▰ A survey will be published 
next week on the Lane 
County website

15
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